
Merit Inspection Solutions Graduate Trainee - Inspection Engineer 

 

Merit Inspection Solutions Ltd, a Revolution Group company, specialises in providing vehicle and 

machinery compliance services to the rural sector. Our clients operate a very diverse range of 

equipment in a variety of challenging environments and need to maintain the highest standards of 

vehicle safety maintenance. We operate and develop industry leading testing and accreditation 

systems, supporting clients across the country.  

The graduate trainee role will enable you to participate in a wide range of activities, initially 

shadowing an experienced engineer and thereafter operating across our client base with full 

supervision, training and support from the engineering and management team. Typically, this role 

would involve being part of a team visiting client sites to conduct inspections and testing of a broad 

range of agricultural machinery and vehicles to ensure compliance with safety guidelines. 

Our ambitious, highly motivated graduates will have the opportunity to participate in and potentially 

lead projects designed to enhance the technical capability of our systems and the implementation of 

applications to provide clients and their teams with efficient, safe and reliable solutions  

As a small company, we take time to get to know each of our graduates. We tailor our trainee 

programmes to suit the individual and to build upon and enhance previous experience and skills.  

If you want to build a rewarding career in an environment you love, great career prospects 

await you. 

Candidates can expect an excellent trainee salary starting at £26,000. Benefits include company 

car, healthcare, pension and bonus schemes 

The role is based in our offices in Witney, Oxfordshire, but will include regular nationwide travel.  

A full UK driving licence is required. It is desirable that candidates have a trailer licence as well as 

tractor and telehandler tickets. 

Closing date: Monday 19th July 2021 

www.meritinpections.co.uk 

www.safetyrevolution.co.uk 

 

To apply in confidence please submit a CV with cover letter to Sophie Walker at 

s.walker@revolutiongroupltd.com 

 

 

 


